
Our company is looking for an expert scientist. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for expert scientist

Explain important and relevant scientific issues and trends to non-technical
audiences (e.g., operational, leadership and management personnel)
Assist with the forming of strategic technology investments and feasibility of
research areas and projects
Assist with demonstrating and documenting the ability to translate mission
requirements into information terms and to support SAR imagery analysis
Cybersecurity support for the Ground Based Strategic Deterrent (GBSD)
weapon system, which is the replacement of the Minuteman III ICBM
Conduct in-depth research and analysis on system design / architecture to
identify potential vulnerabilities and exposures
Develop comprehensive test concepts and strategies for systems under test
Develop technical requirements and cybersecurity test tools
Conduct compliance and penetration tests of complex DoD systems
comprised of commercial and proprietary hardware, operating systems,
databases, and software
Provide expert cybersecurity acquisition guidance to program offices and test
teams, with strong understanding of the DoD Cybersecurity Test and
Evaluation Guidance
Author and Co-Author post Mad Scientist Conference final reports, periodic
tech watch products, and after action reviews

Qualifications for expert scientist

Example of Expert Scientist Job Description
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Minimum of 5 (Ph.D.) or 12 (M.S.) years of relevant experience in assay
development, qualification, and/or tech transfer in the biotechnology or
pharmaceutical industry
Experience with a variety of immunoassays and/or electrophoresis methods
(such as ELISA, Biacore, Luminex, IEF, CE, gels and Blots)
Assisting in the evaluation and validation of new molecular targets and
development and analysis of the mechanism of action of pharmaceutical
compounds
Candidate with a Ph.D
Proficiency in English and Russian, excellent analytical and presentation skills


